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ICT Supply Chain

 Complex, Global, Distributed, 

Interconnected Networks
 Organizations, processes, 

products, services and 

infrastructure

 Today’s: Significant Complexity, 

Diversity and Scale

 System integrators 
 distinct role of assembling 

information systems, system 

components, and information 

services

Example: 

Target breach – HVAC company

Global supply chain is the “the next 

playground for hackers,” 

(International Maritime Bureau (IMB))

Gartner Says IT Supply Chain Integrity 

Will Be Identified as a Top Three 

Security-Related Concern by Global 

2000 IT Leaders by 2017



NIST definition

The ICT supply chain infrastructure is the integrated set of components (hardware, software and processes) 

within the organizational boundary that composes the environment in which a system is developed or 

manufactured, tested, deployed, maintained, and retired/decommissioned. 

Elements provided by:

• Organization itself,

• System integrators,

• External service provider

Agreement documents



SC Environment

 System Integrators
 organizations that provide customized services to an acquirer -

custom development, test, and operations and maintenance; 

may include many suppliers

 Suppliers
 organizations providing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) to an 

acquirer 

 External Providers of InfoSys Services
 Outsourcing IT services –

 Visibility and control of functionality and security 

controls are critical



Supply Chain

 The ICT supply chain infrastructure does not include:

 The information system traversing the supply chain;

 Any information system not used in the development, testing, maintenance, or 

retirement of information system components;

 System integrator, supplier, and external service provider information systems 

that are outside of the organization’s information system boundaries as defined 

by [NIST SP 800-37 Rev. 1];

 System integrator, supplier, and external service provider people, processes, and 

technology that are not engaged in supporting the information system 

development life cycle (SDLC); and

 The organization’s people, processes, and technology not engaged in the SDLC 

for an information system. 

 For example, organization’s shipping and receiving processes handling non-ICT are not 

included in the ICT supply chain infrastructure, such as food services or paper clips.



Supply Chain Risk

 ICT supply chain risks 

include 

 insertion of counterfeits, 

tampering, theft, and 

insertion of malicious 

software.

 Risks through exploits 

of vulnerabilities

 Reduced functionality: 

poor or counterfeit 

components

 Unwanted functionality: 

malware inserted, poor 

quality



SC and Globalization

 Adversary may include: Individuals, Orgs, Nation-states

 Directly or indirectly affect management and operations of 

companies; E.g.,

 foreign nation states may force (i) a manufacturer to hand over spec of 

sensitive US system  (ii) insert malware

 Need to protect information that 
 describes the ICT supply chain (e.g., information about the paths of ICT 

products and services, both logical and physical), 

 traverses the ICT supply chain (e.g., intellectual property contained in ICT 

products and services), and 

 information about the parties participating in the ICT supply chain (anyone 

who touches an ICT product or service throughout its life cycle).



SC Visibility
WRT: how the technology that they 

acquire is developed, integrated, and 

deployed 



Integrate SC with RM

 Frame risk – establish the context for 

risk-based decisions and the current 

state of the system or ICT supply 

chain environment; 

 Assess risk – review and interpret 

threat, vulnerability, and related 

information; 

 Respond to risk once determined –

select, tailor, and implement mitigation 

controls; and, 

 Monitor risk on an ongoing basis, 

including changes to an information 

system or ICT supply chain 

environment, 





Frame Assess Respond Monitor

ICT SCRM Activities in Risk Management Process 



SCRM Risk Assessment 

Process



Frame Step



Threat Agents



Threat Considerations



Vulnerabilities



Consequences of SC threats

 Examples of SC Consequences and Impact:

 An earthquake in Malaysia reduced the number of 

commodity DRAMs to 60% of the world’s supply, 

creating a shortage for hardware maintenance 

and new design. 

 Accidental procurement of a counterfeit part 

resulted in premature component failure, therefore 

impacting organization’s mission performance. 



Integration with RM

 Need to identify: Agency constraints and SC-

specific constraints



Assess Step



Respond Step



Monitor Step



Summary

 Supply Chain Risk Management is critical to 

ensuring the overall system security

 Proper integration of SCRM within the 

organizational RM is important

 Three tiers of organizational risk 

management need to be adopted for SCRM


